Pro Scouting Report
#

Pro Position(s)

22

RB/3DB

PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)
DOB (Age)

Breida, Matt

COLLEGE

Games Started

30

13

INJURIES
KEY STATS

Cook, Shaun

YEAR – RD – TM

TEAM

17–UDFA–SF

San Francisco 49ers

Georgia Southern (GASO)
Games Played

Scout Name (Last, First)

2-28-95 (24)

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Won
Winning %

10

Positions Started Captain

33%

RB

Trending up in usage in 2018 after becoming the starter for the team, taking 34.4% of the
snaps in a 3 RB rotation, highest RB on the team. Led the team in rush attempts (153) and
yards (814) and 2nd in Targets (31) and (27) Catches for an RB and led the team in Catch
Percentage (87.1%)

MEASURABLES
Hand
Vert

Height

Weight

40 YD

10 YD

Arm

5092

192

4.39

1.53

N/A

N/A

42

3 Cone

SS

Broad

Bench

6.85

4.34

134"

23

Tapes Viewed

2018: at LAC 9/30, at ARZ 10/28, vs NYG 11/12, at TB 11/25, vs SEA 12/16

BEST
WORST
PROJECTION

Vision on Zone Runs, Burst, Long Speed, Awareness, Hands, and YAC Generation

SCHEME FIT

No

2017 - None, 2018 - Left Ankle Sprain - Week 14, 17

Size and Play Strength
Starting RB you can win with in a heavy Zone run scheme and in the passing game on 3rd
downs to utilize his vision, awareness, burst, long speed, route running, hands and
playmaking ability in the Run and Pass game. Will need another back to supplement his
usage due to size and strength to hold up in this league. Cannot be asked to consistently pass
protect on longer developing plays and will not be a back that needs to consistently attack
the interior of a defense and power through tackles in traffic.
Zone Run Scheme to utilize his vision and burst while using his speed to to beat defenders
vertically and generate YAC on short throws in the passing game.

SUMMARY
2nd year RB who has played in 30 games while starting in 13, including playing in 14 games and starting 13 in
2018. He’s in his 2nd season under HC Kyle Shanahan and RB Coach Bobby Turner in Shanahan’s heavy Zone run
offense with a heavy dose of play action to attack all levels of the defense where he’s tasked to run routes out of
the backfield, at WR and rarely pass block. He has marginal height, with poor weight, with a strong, compact
build. He has very good AA, with very good agility, explosiveness, and quickness, with good balance. Shows good
processing and decision making in all of his runs, recognizing defenders leverage and anticipate holes opening.
He displays very good vision and patience post snap on Zone Runs reading the defenders with patience to follow
his blockers to create lanes of least resistance and using his very good lateral quickness and jump cut ability to
create horizontally in 1 on 1 situations. Solid post snap vision on Gap runs, setting up the defenders with good
patience to allow his lead blocker to move the POA defender before cutting up field off of his block with good pad
level and speed through contact, while also having the ability to create when the play breaks down, making the
initial defender miss with his elusiveness and speed to get outside. Shows very good burst, being able to plant
and cut vertically quickly to get through small openings with very good acceleration, pad level, COD and balance,
and exploding with very good long speed to hit home runs in the open field. Good route running ability out of the
backfield running mostly Flats, Swings, Wheels, Angles and Sits with the ability to find voids in Zone coverage
with good awareness to slide to open area, leveraging option routes against 2nd level defenders, and the ability
to explode on vertical routes to create separation vertically. Very good hands catcher when stationary and good
ability when on the move with the ability to adjust his body to any type of ball placement with good body control
to stay upright. Good ability to get yards after the catch and in the 2nd level as a runner, being able to find open
space and make defenders miss in 1 on 1 situations. Solid finisher in the open field against DBs with good body
control and elusiveness to get through arm tackles and make himself a small target, making it tough to get a solid
hit on him while having good burst and body control to fall forward on contact. Shows good ball security,
protecting it well in traffic with two hands, only fumbling twice in his first two seasons. Solid initial pass
protector, showing good competitive toughness and awareness to get in front of the defender, engaging with
good pad level and timing to keep his QB clean. He plays with good competitive toughness through all 4 quarters,
always giving good, consistent effort when his team needs him, with fatigue rarely being a factor due to split
carries. Due to marginal size and adequate play strength, he displays adequate contact balance at the LOS and in
traffic against 1st and 2nd level defenders, a marginal ability to push piles or break through tackles when
wrapped up well against all defenders, and an adequate ability to sustain in pass protection. In the NFL, he is a
starting RB you can win with in a heavy Zone run scheme and in the passing game on 3rd downs to utilize his
vision, awareness, burst, long speed, route running, hands and playmaking ability in the Run and Pass game. Will
need another back to supplement his usage due to size and strength to hold up in this league. Cannot be asked to
consistently pass protect on longer developing plays and will not be a back that needs to consistently attack the
interior of a defense and power through tackles in traffic.

